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Findings and Recommendations

Figure 1: Homepage

1: Global Search Box
The global search box is where users expected it to be. One user noted the absence of an advanced search function.

2: Calisphere Bar
Users are drawn to the Calisphere bar at the bottom of page because of the colorful images and tagline “Need to Find a Digital Image?”. They are curious, and they want digital images. One user was not sure if “digital image” meant scanned letters and journals or digital photographs and art.

Users who clicked through to Calisphere realized that they had navigated off OAC. One user expressed that "this [Calisphere] seems like more fun," because things are chronologically and thematically organized.

3: Global Navigation
One user complained about the small font size used for the global navigation. She would like the addition of small icons or some other visual separator to make the links easier to scan.

Recommendation: Consider increasing font size and adding icons or separators.
4: Welcome Text
One user noted that the welcome text takes up a lot of space, so she hopes that it will "have some decent information" to justify the use of that amount of space.

5: Map
One user assumed that the map was not “clickable to zoom” and noticed that hovering didn't give institution names. Another noted that "the map is the most striking thing, but everything is in subdued colors."

**Recommendation:** Consider making the map look more like a Google map, which many users recognize by the graphic design.

6: Browse the Collections Area
Users were split about the Browse area. Some liked the a-z title browse. Others thought that it wasted a lot of space. One user, who observed the prominence of the list of institutions, said, “It seems like it’s assuming that people already know where they want to do their research.” Another reported that the list didn’t mean much to her because she’s not familiar with many institutions. One user wanted the browse lists to be replaced by a “featured” collection or topic.

**Figure 2: Browse Collections Page**
7: Browse Collections Page
It is not obvious that the default view shows a partial list. One user reported that he initially thought that the default was showing the entire list of collections. Adding to the confusion is the behavior of the default institutions lists, which shows the entire list. (See Figure 3.)

**Recommendation:** Make the default view for this page consistent with the rest of the site. Show the entire list.

---

Figure 3: Browse Institutions Page (cropped)

---

8: Browse Institutions Page
The default view of the Browse Institutions page shows the entire list of institutions. One user lamented the lack of geographical information on this page. There is no indication on this page that a map is available.

**Recommendation:** Consider adding a link to the map page on this page or adding a map link to the global navigation bar.
9: Facets
Most users did not click on the facets at all. One user tried clicking on facets, but was unsure about their behavior. (She was not convinced that her new set of results still pertained to her original search term.) Another user found the institutions facet helpful but wanted the list sorted by number of hits instead of alphabetically. She thought that this would lessen the amount of scrolling she would have to do.

10: Facet Labels
No user who chose a facet in the right sidebar clicked or noted through words or actions the presence of the facet labels.

Search
There are three main text entry boxes for searching content. One is the global search box located in the upper right corner of each webpage. Another is found on search results pages. (See Figure 7, #25.) Both perform sitewide search. A third box searches the current collection displayed. (See Figure 9, #26.)

All users noticed the global search box, but a few did not notice the other two search boxes. A few reported that the relationship between boxes was not clear. One user reported that the search boxes are somewhat confusing and need clarification. She explained that when navigating a website, she doesn’t read. She looks for a box she can type in. On the OAC interface, there are three such boxes, and they all look the same.
The similarity of the search boxes sometimes leads to mistakes. One user typed her query into the “search this collection” box instead of one of the other boxes. When zero results were returned, she realized her mistake.

Another obstacle is the generic page title used sitewide. Every page uses “Online Archive of California” in the <title> tag, so taking advantage of tabbed browsing results in multiple tabs labeled “Online Archive of California.” One user tried to use the browser’s back button history to get back to a search results page, but every page listed was named “Online Archive of California.” She commented that those page titles needed to be more descriptive and say “search results.”

Recommendations:
Evaluate placement and labeling of search boxes. Move the one found on search results pages so that it is not directly below the “Search Results” heading. The current placement could imply a search within results functionality.

Use more descriptive page titles to aid in efficient navigation.

Figure 5: Institution Page (cropped)
11: Institution Homepage
One user, who arrived at this page through the Get Items link in the Collection Guide header section, stated that it was confusing to be taken to a huge list of collections when coming from a specific one.

Figure 6: Items Tab

![Items Tab](image)

12: Items Tab
Two users clicked on the Items tab. One assumed that the items were part of a single collection and expressed a desire for a way to keep track of the items she viewed during a session. She observed, "This is a little bit of a rabbit hole to go down." This supports the mental model of items being contained within collections. Items do not exist on their own in this model; they are always part of collections. Another user was surprised to find zero items returned for his search.

One user was confused by the “Go to institution” placeholder icon/image in the items list. "There's a truck image [in the Items tab], and I don't know why that's there.... I'm still not sure about the truck."

Recommendations:
Consider ways to help users learn the meanings of icons used on the site. Explore ways to clarify the relationship (or lack of relationship) between collections and items.
Users did not see the “online items available” link in the right sidebar. Even when the link was present on the screen, users expressed a desire for an indication of whether results from their search were available online. The small font size and icon used are too subtle for users to pick out on a page filled with text. Furthermore, once users scroll down, the right sidebar no longer remains in view. So unless users notice the link initially, they are unlikely to find it after scrolling down. (Figure 8 shows how long the search results for “ansel adams” is.) One user who was looking for a photograph of Ansel Adams said, "I struck out. at this point I’d be trying Google Images."
Over the course of the session, most users did learn to look for the “eyeball.” One user suggested that the eyeball icon be placed next to the title in search results in order to make it more visible. However, two users still engaged in random clicking within certain sections of a collection guide to see if there were any hyperlinks that might lead to online images.

**Figure 9: Search Results for Manzanar**

16: Online items available link
The “online items available” box link found in the main panel was overlooked by some users. One user did not see this box and had to navigate to the collection guide page of each result to determine whether there were items available online. She looked in the header sections of the collection guides and noted the presence or absence of the “no online items” icon.

**Recommendation:**
Make the indications for online items more obvious. The current design and placement of those indicators are too subtle for users to pick up easily.
Three users noticed the yellow “hit” highlighting. One user commented that it’s not obvious what a “hit” is. Another was confused because in the collection guide he was viewing, the full overview had one hit, but a sublevel had two hits. He also wanted the list to show only headings with hits with priority given online items.
Two users interpreted “no PDF” to mean that there were no photographs available online. When viewing webpages, most users make quick decisions about what things mean based on their previous experiences. Certain terms are associated with very specific things. These two users associated PDF with image, so naturally no PDF meant no image.

**Recommendation:**
Consider eliminating the “PDF” text instead of displaying “no PDF” when a PDF is not available.
One user noted that the map page is helpful because it provides an idea of the range of institutions represented in OAC. She suggested that the institution light up on the map when the cursor hovers over the name of the institution in the right sidebar.

17: Browse the collections link
One user reported liking the “Browse the collections” link in the institution bubble. However, almost too much information comes up. "There are no headings overall.... You have to sort through a lot of information." Apparently overlooking the search box in the left sidebar, this user continued, saying that she would like a search box with the list of collections. (See Figure 5, #18.)

19: Choose a city
One user reported that he didn’t care about cities, he cared about areas. A city is "a political distinction that doesn't have any meaning to me." Instead, he wanted the ability to define both a geographical area and a topic.
20: Saving/Printing Information

Most users looked for a printer icon when they were asked how they would take the information on the collection guide page with them. Users who didn’t see a printer icon reported that they would copy and paste desired information into a Word document or just use the browser’s print function. Those who mentioned the browser’s print function noted that they weren’t sure what would be printed, since the page uses frames. One user who found the PDF link said that she is used to databases where one first clicks on a printer icon before getting a PDF or a link to a PDF.

Recommendation:
Consider replacing the PDF link with a printer icon. Ensure that the page layout supports easy copying and pasting.

21: Offline items contact link

Like the “Browse the collections” link on the map page, the “Offline. Contact x…” link does not keep the context of where users are coming from. The new page overwhelms users with information. One user clicked through to the institution page and couldn’t remember the title of the
collection she had come from, so she had to click back. Another could not find the collection she had come from on the institution page.

Figure 14: Online Items on Collection Guide Page

Collection Guide Page
One user reported that she was used to seeing page navigation in a left sidebar, so she had to get used to using the links on the right. Most users seemed to find the “Table of contents” links useful, and one stated that she liked it very much. However, several users reported becoming “lost” after exploring the collection guide and the table of contents links. They had difficulty knowing where in the collection they were.

Recommendation:
Explore ways to make the relationship between the links in the table of contents and the main content frame more obvious.
22: Viewing Online Items within the Collection Guide
One user complained about the current layout, which requires too much scrolling. She stated that a tiled layout would be easier to scan. This user also felt that having static frames did not make the best use of screen real estate.

Recommendation:
Consider a tiled view of online items. Calisphere’s implementation is a good example.

23: Collection Location Information
“My first question is where is it.”
More than one user suggested that the location information be moved to below the title of the collection. They expected this link to lead to contact information for the institution and wanted to be able to quickly determine whether or not the institution loaned materials out.

Recommendation:
Give institution information prominence by listing it below the title and using a bigger font size.

24: Information on the Collection Guide Page is Difficult to Parse
The following summarizes the comments from one user, who echoed the sentiments of other users:
- The page is not visually divided in a way that leads you to important parts. There’s no real hierarchy. "I'm just given an undifferentiated block of text."
- The text is very hard to read. Why is worthless information given same visual priority as title?
- "Everything's about the same size.... [labels] are very tiny." “View online item” is in tiny letters with no thumbnail.
- The “Full overview” link is not easy to notice.

Recommendation:
Increase the base font size. Give visual emphasis to important links and information.

MARC vs. EAD
Nothing helpful was uncovered during this round of assessment. Most users did not talk about any differences between the two record types. Only one user noted that one had more detail than the other. She observed that there seemed to be less indexing of Sontag’s materials, because the right sidebar information was missing.
Appendix A: OAC Usability Session Details

Purpose of Assessment
The purpose of this second round of assessment was to determine the usability of the redesigned OAC site using a fully functional prototype.

The main objectives targeted include the following:

Homepage
1. Determine users’ reactions to the different browse behaviors.
2. Determine users’ expectations for browse behavior.

Global Search Results
3. Determine whether users are able to navigate using facets.
4. Determine users’ perceptions of the collection tab and the items tab and the relationship between them.

Items Tab
5. Determine whether users know how to find and navigate to an online object.
6. Determine whether users understand what the car icon means and what actions they need to take to view non-online items.

Search: Drilling down to the collection guide
7. Determine how users interpret search “hits” and keyword highlights.
8. Determine how users interpret and use the “Search this collection” feature.

General Collection Guide
9. Determine whether users notice the difference in data between MARC and EAD collection records.
10. Determine how users interpret the car and eye icons – i.e., what do they mean to users.

Map
11. Determine general usability of the map feature.

Participants
We contacted three librarians and two graduate coordinators at UC Berkeley to aid in finding participants for this OAC study. Jane Lee created a recruitment email and survey and asked the coordinators and librarians to distribute these items to any email list they thought would yield a suitable pool of participants.

Nineteen people responded to the recruitment survey. Six were selected based on their availability and experience with OAC and archives. Their participation was confirmed via email.

Shortly before testing, one person had to cancel, so five people participated in this round of usability testing. All five were graduate students at UC Berkeley and none had previous experience with OAC.

Method
For this assessment, we used the latest working prototype of OAC on a laptop running Firefox on Windows XP. Rachael Hu facilitated the sessions, and Jane Lee observed and took notes on a computer. A digital audio recording of each session was made with the participants’ permission.
Participants were asked to come to the California Digital Library offices in Oakland for their sessions. After signing in with security, participants were directed to the fourth floor, where Jane or Rachael greeted them. In the conference room where the sessions were held, participants met the other facilitator and were asked to make themselves comfortable.

Each session began with an explanation about the purpose of the session and a demonstration of the “thinking aloud protocol.” Rachael went over two release forms – one for the study and one for the audio recording – and asked participants to sign the forms if they agreed to participate. After thanking participants for their willingness to help improve OAC, Rachael handed them an Amazon.com gift certificate.

The first question about how participants conduct their research was designed to make participants feel at ease and lead them into the rest of the session. (The complete list of questions used during the sessions is provided in Appendix B.) At the end of each session, participants were thanked and escorted to the lobby.
Appendix B: Tasks

Warm-up
1. Tell me about your research topic. What are you interested in?
2. How do you conduct your research? How would you describe what you do to someone who wanted to use your methods? Which online resources do you use, if any?
3. What are your top sites for everyday/non-academic questions? What do you like about them?

Prepared Task [Entry point]
4. Scenario: You are looking for information on Japanese internment during WWII. You have arrived at this page after conducting a Google search. What can you tell me about this page and the information that you are looking at?
   a. Does this collection have information specifically about Manzanar? How can you tell?
   b. Is it possible to view an item from this collection on this website? How can you tell?
   c. Try to locate and print a photograph from the Manzanar camp.

User-Defined Tasks
5. Could you walk me through how you might look up something of interest to you and talk about what you’re doing and why? Tell me any reactions you have to the site as you get yourself oriented.
6. Now that you have found _____ (online or not), how would you get a hold of the actual, physical item.

Prepared Tasks
[Global Search Results]
7. Please find a photograph of Ansel Adams. As you look, please take your time and remember to think aloud and narrate what you are looking at and what you are doing.
8. You are writing a paper on the writer Raymond Chandler, and you know that he wrote letters to Hamish Hamilton. How would you view the original letter?

[Map]
9. Imagine that you’re going to be attending a conference in LA [or wherever] and you’d like to see if you could do some research while you’re there.
   a. What kind of prep work might you do using the OAC site before you leave for your trip?
   b. On the collection guide page, what information would you need and how would you take a copy of this information with you to the archive?

[MARC vs EAD]
10. Find two collections related to Susan Sontag. Take a look at the two collections and share with me your reactions. (i.e., collection guides)

[Homepage]
11. Could you tell me what draws your eye and any thoughts that are coming to mind? I’m interested in hearing your reactions to what you’re seeing.
12. Talk about any terms or labels on the site that confused you or you weren’t sure what they meant.
[Overall]
13. Could you talk with me about any other areas of the site that were giving you trouble and your overall reactions to the site?